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Perinatal maturation of the respiratory rhythm generator in
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Abstract

The survival of neonatal mammals requires a correct function of the respiratory rhythm generator (RRG), and therefore, the
processes that control its prenatal maturation are of vital importance. In humans, lambs and rodents, foetal breathing movements
(FBMs) occur early during gestation, are episodic, sensitive to bioamines, central hypoxia and inputs from CNS upper structures,
and evolve with developmental age. In vitro, the foetal rodent RRG studied in preparations where the upper CNS structures are
lacking continuously produces a rhythmic command, which is sensitive to hypoxia and bioaminergic inputs. The rhythm is slow
with variable periods 4 days before birth. It becomes faster 2 days before birth, similar to the postnatal rhythm. Compelling
evidence suggests that a region of the RRG called the preBötzinger complex (PBC) contains respiratory pacemaker neurones
which play a primary role in perinatal rhythmogenesis. Although the RRG functions during early gestation, no pacemakers
are found in the putative PBC area and its electrical stimulation and lesion do not affect the early foetal rhythm. To know
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hether the early foetal and perinatal rhythms originate from either pacemaker neurones or network connection p
nd to know which maturational processes might explain the appearance of PBC pacemakers and the rhythm incre
erinatal development, we computationally modelled maturing RRG. Our model shows that both network noise and
odium conductance are crucial for rhythmogenesis and that a slight increase in the persistent sodium conductanc
he pacemaker versus network dilemma in a noisy network.
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1. Introduction

In mammals, survival at birth imperatively requires
a correct function of the respiratory system to allow
rhythmic airflow to and from the lungs, blood oxy-
genation and oxygen delivery to all tissues. Therefore,
within the very first minutes of extra-uterine life, the
numerous respiratory muscles of the chest wall pump
and those of the upper airway valve must rhythmi-
cally and co-ordinately contract to efficiently induce
and control airflow, respectively (Monteau and Hilaire,
1991; Hilaire and Duron, 1999). This means that the
neural respiratory network controlling these muscles
must elaborate its vital rhythmic command and adapt
it to environmental and behavioural cues at delivery.
In adults and neonates, the respiratory rhythm gener-
ator (RRG) is located within the brainstem and com-
pelling evidence exists that a small region of the ros-
tral ventrolateral medulla called the preBötzinger com-
plex (PBC) plays a crucial role in respiratory rhyth-
mogenesis. In foetuses in utero, the RRG already
functions and produces foetal breathing movements
(FBMs) early during development without apparent
reason since they are not responsible for gas exchange
although they may be important for the normal de-
velopment of the lungs (Rigatto, 1992; Blanco, 1994;
Harding, 1995).

Here, we review the main steps of the respiratory
network maturation, focusing on the RRG and more
specifically on the PBC. Reports in humans, lambs and
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pacemaker dilemma), as observed from early to late
gestation.

2. The foetal respiratory rhythm in humans

Ultrasonographic studies in human foetuses report
the appearance of occasional abdominal movements
by midgestation, before 20 weeks, and of chest move-
ments during the following week, inducing significant
nasal fluid movements at 22 weeks (Cosmi et al., 2003).
At these early developmental stages, FBMs are rare,
episodic and variable but they become more frequent
from 21 to 25 weeks of gestation although they re-
main sporadic and variable. At 28–39 weeks, FBMs
still episodically appear with a mean frequency rang-
ing around 40 breaths/min and show circadian varia-
tions (Roberts et al., 1979). Despite the early occur-
rence of FBMs in utero, the RRG and all the respira-
tory apparatus are far from being mature at these de-
velopmental stages and in the case of an early deliv-
ery, survival in extra-uterine conditions is highly im-
probable. When the delivery occurs between 20 and
22 weeks of gestation, the signs of life are weak and
survival duration is short (around 1 h). It does not in-
crease until 23 weeks (around 6 h) although 4.5% of
those infants can survive up to 1-year-old (Macfarlane
et al., 2003). Survival requires the co-ordination be-
tween sucking, swallowing and breathing and this co-
ordination is not achieved in preterm infants born be-
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ats show similar maturational trends, with episo
BMs in utero and a foetal RRG in vitro which fi
roduces a slow and variable rhythm during the e
estation and then a faster rhythm during the late

ation. Whether the PBC already has a primary
n rhythmogenesis during the early gestation is q
ioned. If not, this means that at least under s
ircumstances, the RRG may produce a respira
hythm without a functional PBC. In mice, we rep
imilar maturational trends and we propose a c
utational simulation that mimics the RRG perin
aturation. This simulation shows that the syna
oise in the network plays a crucial role in the fu

ional maturation of the RRG and that a slight
rease in the persistent sodium conductance in
etwork cells is sufficient both to mimic the resp

ory rhythm increase and to switch a pacemaker
RG into a pacemaker-driven one (network ve
tween 28 and 31 weeks of gestation. It matures la
on between 33 and 36 weeks after conception (Mizuno
and Ueda, 2003). In infants born at 31 weeks of gest
tion, periodic and regular breathing epochs are mix
and persist during 1 month; these infants are most pr
ably breathing near the apnoea threshold (Pereira et al.,
1995).

Briefly, in humans, compelling evidences exist th
FBMs appear rather soon during development
are episodic. When present, they show two diff
ent patterns: a predominant one with irregular FBM
(in rate and amplitude), interrupted by long lasti
apnoeas and a less frequent one of sporadic d
respiratory efforts, like sighs and gasps, occurr
at a low rate. The first pattern only occurs duri
rapid eye movements (REM) sleep, is depressed
central hypoxia (that stimulates postnatal breathin
is not directly related to sudden changes in blo
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gases, pH values and afferent inputs although they
may contribute to FBM occurrences (Walker, 1986;
Rigatto, 1992, 1996; Cosmi et al., 2001; Waters and
Gozal, 2003). Epidemiological follow-up studies sug-
gest that sub-optimal conditions during gestation
(maternal smoking, preterm birth and foetal lung
compression) cause respiratory alterations that may
persist during postnatal life (Harding, 1995). Altered
prenatal maturation of the RRG may result in respira-
tory dysfunction after birth that may facilitate and/or
contribute to Sudden Infant Death Syndrome. In ad-
dition, alterations of either the serotonergic or cat-
echolaminergic systems have been reported in vic-
tims of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, suggesting
that these neuromodulators play a role in the peri-
natal RRG maturation (Hilaire and Duron, 1999;
Ozawa and Okado, 2002; Viemari et al., 2003; Hilaire
et al., 2004).

3. The foetal respiratory rhythm in lambs

Although breathing movements have been demon-
strated in the foetuses of every mammalian species,
for technical reasons, they have mainly been stud-
ied in chronically instrumented foetal lambs (Jansen
and Chernick, 1991). Diaphragmatic EMG recordings
show episodes of rhythmic contractions during the first
third of gestation (gestation: 147 days). First, they
often occur as doublets whose frequency of occur-
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tration of morphine induces apnoea followed by hy-
perpnoea but midcollicular transection lengthens the
morphine-induced apnoea and abolished the hyper-
pneic response (Hasan et al., 1990). Fourth, electri-
cal stimulation of the posteromedial thalamus inhibits
FBMs (Koos et al., 2004). In addition, bioaminergic
neurones are likely to play a significant role in FBM
occurrences which may be facilitated by a neuronal re-
lease of central catecholamines (Bamford et al., 1986;
Joseph and Walker, 1993) although this facilitation
is not sufficient to maintain sustained and continuous
FBMs (Joseph and Walker, 1990). At birth, the surge of
noradrenaline during delivery may contribute to contin-
uous breathing, but is probably not the primary mecha-
nism for its establishment (Weintraub et al., 1998; Endo
et al., 1999). It has been suggested that inhibitory in-
fluences are more prominent before than after birth and
that conservation of energy is more important in foe-
tuses than any advantage FBMs impart to the foetus
(Jansen and Chernick, 1991).

4. The foetal and neonatal respiratory rhythm
in rats

4.1. In utero data

In foetal rats, ultrasonic recordings reveal the occur-
rences of FBMs with rather similar characteristics to
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ence decreases with age. Both frequency and s
f the diaphragmatic bursts evolve from variable
pisodic during the early gestational period to st
ver the second half of gestation (Cooke and Berge
990, 1996). FBMs are affected by circadian rhyth
ainly occurring during REM sleep and are depres
y hypoxia (Dalton et al., 1977; Worthington et a
978).

Inputs from CNS upper structures affect FBM
irst, sections performed through either the cauda
othalamus or the upper pons dissociate FBMs f
lectrocortical activity but FBMs remain episodic a
audal hypothalamus sections whereas FBMs te
ecome continuous after upper pons sections (Dawes
t al., 1983). Second, transection and lesion exp
ents show that the long lasting depression indu
y central hypoxia implicates some pontine struct
Dalton et al., 1977; Walker, 1995). Third, adminis
hose reported in lambs and humans (Kobayashi et al
001). The first FBMs are detected during the sec
eek of gestation (embryonic day 16, E16; gesta
1 days). They appear as single events occurring
ery low frequency and their incidence increases
ge. Episodes of clustered FBMs start to occur by
nd become more frequent and long lasting by E
lthough they are still interrupted by apnoeas. Ex

ng the dams to hypoxia induces a rapid and ma
uppression of FBMs in E20 foetuses.

.2. In vitro neonatal data

The perinatal maturation of the rat RRG and of
BC has been studied in in vitro conditions where

solated RRG continues to rhythmically function, eit
n ‘en bloc’ preparations (Suzue, 1984) or in brainstem
lices (Smith et al., 1991; Pena and Ramirez, 2002).
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In ‘en bloc’ preparations containing the medulla
and the cervical cord (medullary preparations), the
rat RRG produces regular bursts recorded from the
phrenic roots at a frequency of about 10/min and com-
pelling evidence suggests that the PBC is playing a key
role (Di Pasquale et al., 1994a,b; Hilaire and Duron,
1999). Briefly, electrical stimulation delivered as a sin-
gle shock during expiration within the PBC area trig-
gers an inspiration that resets the respiratory rhythm. In
this area, the application of bioamines alters the in vitro
respiratory rhythm while electrolytic lesion abolishes
it. Indeed, the PBC is the kernel of the neonatal RRG
since it contains respiratory neurones among which
about 7% possess intrinsic bursting properties. They are
defined as bursting pacemaker neurones because they
continue to produce rhythmic bursts of spikes when
all their synaptic connections have been blocked. The
PBC neurones express NK1 receptors to substance P
(SP) which provide a good histological marker to lo-
calise the PBC area. The PBC mediates numerous neu-
romodulatory processes affecting the neonatal respira-
tory rhythm (hypoxia; serotonin, 5-HT; noradrenaline,
NA; acetylcholine; SP, etc.). Its activity is depressed
and facilitated by endogenous NA released from the
pontine A5 and A6 neurones, respectively (Hilaire
et al., 2004), and is increased by 5-HT and SP (Hilaire
and Duron, 1999).

The neonatal RRG has also been studied in brain-
stem slices containing the main neural elements neces-
sary for respiratory rhythmogenesis, i.e. the neurones
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However, the blockade of the pacemaker properties by
the application of riluzole silences the PBC pacemakers
but does not abolish the respiratory rhythm, suggesting
that PBC pacemakers are not essential for rhythmoge-
nesis (Del Negro et al., 2002a) and that the respiratory
rhythm may emerge from network connection proper-
ties.

4.3. In vitro foetal data

In rat foetuses, the RRG of ‘en bloc’ prepa-
rations functions early during development (Greer
et al., 1992; Di Pasquale et al., 1992, 1994a,b). From
E16 to E18, medullary preparations produce rhyth-
mic phrenic bursts of short duration at low frequency
(2–3 bursts/min) with variable periods. The phrenic
rhythm is not episodic, probably because the CNS up-
per structures have been removed during the dissection,
and is not affected by central hypoxia and alkalosis.
The RRG is not yet inhibited by the pontine A5 neu-
rones, it is strongly excited by exogenous 5-HT, and
endogenous 5-HT plays a crucial facilitatory role since
the blockade of 5-HT receptors highly reduces or even
abolishes the RRG activity (Di Pasquale et al., 1994a).
At these early stages, the PBC is likely to be immature
since both electrical stimulation and lesion of the ros-
tral ventrolateral medulla have no drastic respiratory
effects. Although the PBC area contains inspiratory
neurones, none of them display bursting pacemaker
properties. At E20, the rhythm of ‘en bloc’ prepara-
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hese neurones synchronously fire rhythmic burs
pikes and their rhythms are sensitive to bioam
Pena and Ramirez, 2002). Most of the results from
lices are consistent with those obtained from ‘en b
reparations although a higher concentration of+

8–9 mM) is necessary in the former. The data obta
rom slices further argue for the presence of burs
acemakers in the PBC (Smith et al., 1991; Johnso
t al., 1994).

Both in ‘en bloc’ and slice preparations, the bu
ng pacemaker neurones of the PBC likely impose t
hythmic command to the other neurones of the re
atory network (Feldman and Smith, 1989; Smith et
991, 2000; Johnson et al., 1994; Rekling and Feldm
998; Butera et al., 1999b; Hilaire and Duron, 19
oshiya and Smith, 1999; Del Negro et al., 200).
ions increases and stabilises around 8 bursts/min
RG now responds, as it does in neonates, to ce
ypoxia and alkalosis, to pontine A5 inhibition a
-HT facilitation. In the PBC area, some inspirat
eurones displaying pacemaker properties are pr
10% of the tested neurones) and electrical stimula
nd lesion triggers and abolishes the rhythm, res

ively.
The rat foetal RRG has also been studied in br

tem slices (Pagliardini et al., 2003). An elegant comb
ation of electrophysiological, immunohistochem
nd pharmacological approaches shows that res

ory rhythm starts at E16.5 and that although NK1
eptors appear early in the developing medulla (E
hey mark the PBC area only by E17 when SP
owerful effects raising the in vitro rhythm by three

our-fold. As in ‘en bloc’ preparations, the frequen
nd amplitude of the bursts produced in slices incr
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with age. However, the stabilisation of the respiratory
period and the lengthening of the bursts reported in ‘en
bloc’ preparations are not confirmed in slices.

5. The foetal respiratory rhythm in mice

In mice, ultrasonic recordings of FBMs are not yet
available but the ability of C-section delivered foetuses
to breathe has been studied (Viemari et al., 2003). At
E16 (gestation: 20 days), exteriorised foetuses only
produce gasps at a very low frequency (Fig. 1A E16)
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and die within few minutes. At E18, after gasping for
a few minutes, they nearly all survive and display nor-
mal respiratory movements (Fig. 1A E18) similar to
that observed in early postnatal days (Fig. 1A P4). In
‘en bloc’ preparations (Viemari et al., 2003), the RRG
of the E16 foetal mice continuously produces low fre-
quency phrenic bursts of variable periods (Fig. 1B E16)
as in E18 foetal rats. The rhythm is highly increased
by the application of either SP or NA but is affected
neither by a short lasting central hypoxia nor electrical
stimulation nor lesion of the ‘assumed’ PBC area. By
E18, the rhythm has increased (Fig. 1B E18) and now
presents the neonatal responses to SP, NA, central hy-
poxia and PBC lesion and stimulation. After birth, the
burst duration and the period stability increase.

In slices from foetal mice, no published data are
available yet. However, on-going experiments per-
formed in our laboratory show maturational processes
that are rather close to those reported in rats, with a
variable respiratory command (rhythm and amplitude)
produced as early as E15 (Fig. 1C).

Although the NK1 receptors to SP are expressed
by the PBC neurones and mark the PBC area, NK1
receptor-knockout mice have a normal prenatal mat-
uration of the RRG, a normal breathing at birth and
survive (Ptak et al., 2002). Studies performed on mu-
tant mice with genetically-induced alterations of their
bioaminergic systems confirm that bioamines such as
NA play a role in RRG prenatal maturation. Indeed, loss
of neurones in the NA structures alters the prenatal mat-
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ig. 1. In vivo and in vitro respiratory activity in maturing mice. (

lethysmographic recordings of breathing in foetal mice delivered
t embryonic days 16 (E16; one gasp) and E18 and in neonatal mice
days after birth (P4; inspiration upward). (B) Integrated activity of

hythmic phrenic bursts recorded from ‘en bloc’ medullary prepara-
ions at E16 and E18 in foetal mice. Note the increased rhythm at
18. (C) Integrated activity of multiunitary recorded neurones from

he ventral respiratory group in a brainstem slice of foetal mouse at
15.
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urvival in vivo (Shirasawa et al., 2000; Hilaire et a
004; Viemari et al., 2004). However, transgenic mic

acking the transcription factor geneMafB have a dis
rganised PBC area but normal bioaminergic syst
isplay only gasps in vivo and do not survive m

han a few minutes (Blanchi et al., 2003). In vitro, their
RG produces a slow and variable rhythm at E18
urst/min) and does not respond to SP, central hyp
lectrical stimulation or lesion of the PBC area. Fr

hese results, two main conclusions may be reac
irst, the PBC is indeed crucial for a normal resp

ory rhythm and survival at birth. Second, the R
ithout a functional PBC, and probably without r
iratory pacemaker neurones, can produce a rh
ven if this rhythm is slow, variable and not suita
or survival. Indeed, consistently with riluzole resu
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in neonatal rats (Del Negro et al., 2002a), the RRG
can produce a respiratory rhythm without active PBC
pacemakers.

6. The foetal and neonatal RRG in computo

Maturational studies in humans, lambs and rodents
show that the RRG starts to function early during ges-
tation, first producing a slow and variable rhythm that
evolves with age towards a neonatal pattern with a faster
and stable rhythm. In rodents, RRG maturational stud-
ies have brought into light what we call the pacemaker
versus network dilemma. On the one hand, the ma-
ture RRG contains PBC pacemakers, andMafB mutant
mice with altered PBC do not produce a normal rhythm,
which suggest a pacemaker-driven RRG. On the other
hand, silencing the PBC pacemakers in neonates by
riluzole does not abolish the rhythm and no pacemakers
are detected in the early foetal PBC although the RRG
produces a rhythm, which suggest a pacemaker-free
network. Therefore, one can wonder whether the RRG
function arises from PBC pacemaker activity or from
network connection properties. If pacemaker neurones
are not involved, does the rhythm necessarily emerge
from reciprocal inhibitions between inspiratory and ex-
piratory neurones? If pacemaker neurones are involved,
which maturational processes can explain their appear-
ance within 2 days? How do the perinatal rhythm in-
crease and the period stabilise? We have tried to answer
t
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Fig. 2. Computational simulation of the “mature” neonatal RRG.
(A) The trace shows the membrane potential variations of one of
high-NaP neurones used to simulate the RRG. (B) The traces show
the membrane potential variations of 6 out of 20 high-NaP artificial
pacemaker neurones (gNaP= 2.8± 0.8 nS) and 6 out of 20 of low-
NaP follower ones (gNaP= 0.56± 0.16 nS) in a “mature” neonatal
network. Each of the 40 neurones constituting the “mature” network
is fully connected to the others (gsyn= 2 nS) and receives a high level
of noise (100 Hz). The figure shows the network activity during 20 s
when in a steady state. All the neurones synchronously fire rhythmic
bursts of spikes, with occasional ectopic potentials in the high-NaP
neurones. (C) Whengsyn is set to zero (disconnected neurones) and
the level of noise lowered to 10 Hz, the low-NaP neurones become
silent while the high-NaP ones fire desynchronised bursts of spikes.

the same parameters but no NaP current (Butera et al.,
1999a; Smith et al., 2000).

Our model is focused on persistent sodium current-
based pacemaker neurones because compelling evi-
dence suggests that these neurones have a key role
in respiratory rhythmogenesis. Calcium currents that
produce pacemaker properties might participate in
neonates but this is not yet documented in foetuses.
To mimic the RRG, we use a network of 40 neuronesà
la Butera (Fig. 2A), each with a resting potential value
set at−59 mV (Butera et al., 1999b) and a persistent
sodium conductance (gNaP). However, the 40 neurones
are segregated into two groups of 20 in function of their
gNaP value: one group, the high-NaP neurones, has a
meangNaP five-fold higher than the other group, the
hese questions by using a computational model.

.1. The RRG computational model

Bursting respiratory neurones have been alre
odelled with single compartments equipped w

hree ionic currents (Butera et al., 1999a): potassium
urrent (IK), fast sodium current (INa) and persisten
odium current (INaP). The last one has an inactivati
ariable (h) with a very slow time constant (τ(h) = 10 s),
nd thus, the membrane potential requires a long

o depolarise up to its firing threshold. The kinetics
NaP is responsible for both the burst and the interb
urations while these ofINa andIK are responsible fo

he spike generation. From these neurones, neo
RG have been modelled where the kernel is c
osed of a layer of such pacemakers, fully conne

o each other, driving a layer of “followers” which ha
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low-NaP neurones. As in the original model (Butera
et al., 1999a), the low-NaP neurones can be consid-
ered as followers since they need to be connected to
high-NaP neurones (pacemakers) to be able to produce
either individual or bursts of spikes. In addition in our
model, we add a poissonian noise generator impinging
on each cell. We use a single noise generator which
corresponds to a summary of the three types of noise
that each RRG neurone receives in vivo, i.e. (1) the net-
work noise generated by the synaptic excitations aris-
ing from neighbouring neurones (Smith et al., 2000),
(2) the synaptic noise due to the ionic environment of
the synapse and the random processes of the synaptic
inputs, (3) the channel noise which is the stochastic
opening and closing of the ionic channels affecting the
pacemaker neurone activity (Rowat and Elson, 2004).
The last one is the only remaining noise when synaptic
connections are blocked.

Each cell of the RRG network is fully connected
to all the others by fast excitatory synapses with a
0.1 ms synaptic delay and a 0 mV reversal potential.
The random synaptic conductances follow an expo-
nential distribution with a fixed mean (gsyn). Values for
gNaP and gsyn were taken from previously published
values for the mature network which proved to repro-
duce correctly the mature RRG behavior (Butera et al.,
1999a; Smith et al., 2000). For each cell,gNaPandgsyn
values are randomly drawn from a gaussian distribu-
tion and an exponential distribution, respectively, with
fixed mean and variance. Noise was estimated by com-
p We
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In the “mature” RRG with fully connected neurones
(gsyn= 2 nS) and a certain amount of noise (100 Hz), all
the neurones synchronously fire bursts of spikes, giving
a regular rhythm to the network (Fig. 2B) with high-
NaP neurones firing occasional ectopic spikes as exper-
imentally observed (Del Negro et al., 2002b). After dis-
connecting the neurones by lowering the mean synap-
tic conductance (gsyn= 0 nS) and decreasing the noise
level (10 Hz), all the followers become silent while the
high-NaP pacemakers still produce rhythmic bursts of
spikes that are desynchronised (Fig. 2C). Our simula-
tion closely mimics the experimental observation in ‘en
bloc’ neonatal rat preparations of the loss of synchroni-
sation in two pacemakers when perfused by low Ca2+

solution which blocks the synaptic relations (Onimaru
et al., 1989).

In the “immature” foetal RRG placed in similar con-
ditions as above (gsyn= 0 nS and noise level = 10 Hz),
all the neurones are silent, even the high-NaP neurones.
Keepinggsyn= 0 nS (no synaptic connections) but in-
creasing the noise up to 100 Hz induces sporadic indi-
vidual spikes in all the neurones but no bursts of spikes
(Fig. 3A). Then, increasinggsyn up to 2 nS to fully in-
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arisons of in computo and in vitro recordings.
sed the free GENESIS software [http://www.genesis
im.org/GENESIS] to compute the evolution of th
RG network activity against time.

.2. The pacemaker versus network dilemma

We use two sets ofgNaPvalues to mimic the neon
al and foetal RRGs. First to mimic the “matu
eonatal RRG, the meangNaP is set at 2.8± 0.2 nS
mean± variance) for the high-NaP neurones (pa
akers) and 0.56± 0.1 nS for the low-NaP neuron

followers). Second to mimic the “immature” foe
RG, the meangNaP is set at 1.8± 0.2 nS (high-NaP
eurones) and 0.36± 0.1 nS (low-NaP neurones). O
ust be aware that membrane potentials of “immat
nd “mature” artificial neurones are driven by the sa
echanism, which is the slow inactivation variableh.
ig. 3. Computational simulation of the “immature” foetal RR
ame representation as inFig. 2 (B and C) but for an “immature

oetal RRG, i.e. whengNaPis set at 1.8± 0.2 and 0.36± 0.1 nS for the
igh- and the low-NaP neurones, respectively. (A) None of the
ones can be classified as bursting pacemakers since they on
uced single spikes whengsyn= 0 nS and the level of noise = 100
when the level of noise is 10 Hz, the neurones are silent; not sh
B) When the neurones are fully connected (gsyn= 2 nS), they al
enerate synchronous rhythmic bursts of spikes as in the “ma
etwork but the frequency is lower than that is seen in a “ma
etwork (seeFig. 2B).

http://www.genesis-sim.org/genesis
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terconnect the neurones induces synchronous rhythmic
bursts in all the neurones (Fig. 3B). So when the “imma-
ture” RRG does not contain bursting pacemaker neu-
rones (no rhythmic bursts of spikes whengsyn= 0 nS),
it can produce a rhythm when the neurones are fully
connected and receive enough noise. It is worth noting
that this rhythm is about three to four times slower than
that observed in the “mature” RRG.

Thus, a simple solution to solve the pacemaker ver-
sus network dilemma is to speculate a slight increase
in gNaPor gNaP/gl ratio in whichgl represents the leak-
age conductance related to the ion pump currents (Del
Negro et al., 2002b). In a noisy network, an increase
of gNaP is sufficient to explain the emergence of res-
piratory pacemaker neurones from the early to the late
gestational periods and, at the same time, to induce
the experimentally observed increase in rhythm (Di
Pasquale et al., 1994b; Viemari et al., 2003).

However, the blockade of NaP channels in neonatal
rats by riluzole application silences the PBC pacemak-
ers but does not abolish the respiratory rhythm, suggest-
ing that NaP currents are not essential for rhythmoge-
nesis (Del Negro et al., 2002a). We think that riluzole
only reducesgNaPbut never totally abolishes it. Indeed,
the NaP current is due for about 50% to the “window”
current, i.e. a current generated by the fast Na chan-
nels which are not blocked by riluzole (Rybak et al.,
2003). Therefore, the experimental situation of rilu-
zole application to the “mature” neonatal RRG leads
to situation which is similar to that of our simulated
f not
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neurones from conditional bursters into true pacemak-
ers but it requires both. There is no need to introduce
either calcium currents (Kosmidis et al., 2004) or re-
ciprocal inhibitions (Rybak et al., 2004) to generate a
rhythm. This does not mean that reciprocal inhibitions
do not exist and do not play a role in rhythmogenesis
but suggests that they are not required to generate a
rhythm, in agreement with results obtained in vitro on
‘en bloc’ preparations and rhythmic brainstem slices
suggesting that Cl−-mediated inhibition is not essen-
tial for neonatal RRG activity (Onimaru et al., 1990;
Feldman et al., 1991; Paton and Richter, 1995; Ramirez
et al., 1996).

Our computational study suggests a role of the noise
in the RRG function. This may be related to an increase
in afferent inputs to the RRG occurring during devel-
opment. In addition, noise may be required for rhythm
appearance since FBMs are lacking during quiet sleep
but present during REM sleep and awake state. The
RRG activity produced during the early gestation is
drastically facilitated by endogenous bioamines which
may act specifically on PBC neurones and/or non-
specifically on all the neurones of the entire network,
leading to an “enhancement of emergent bursting by
noise” (De Vries and Sherman, 2000).

6.3. The rhythm maturational changes

In rodent ‘en bloc’ preparations, the mean respira-
tory rhythm, the mean duration of the inspiratory bursts
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een when NaP values are low and the neurones di
ected (gsyn= 0 nS) but the network is able to produ
ynchronised rhythmic bursts when the neurones
onnected despite their low NaP values.

The “immature” high-NaP neurones must be view
s conditional pacemakers. When they do not rec
nough noise, even if they are connected to each o

he NaP current is not sufficient for the membrane
ential to reach its spiking threshold and all the neuro
emain silent (not shown). When the noise level is
reased, they are able to fire individual spikes eve
hey are synaptically isolated (Fig. 3A). The reciproca
ynaptic excitations are then necessary to maintain
embrane potentials above firing threshold to e

ursts of spikes and to synchronise them (Fig. 3B).
herefore, noise alone or synaptic connections a
re not sufficient to change the “immature” high-N
nd the period stability increase from foetal to neon
ges (Viemari et al., 2003; Di Pasquale et al., 1994).
o explain these experimentally observed change
ary gNaP by steps of 0.1 nS from 1 to 4 nS in hig
aP neurones. No rhythmic bursts occur untilgNaP

eaches 1.8 nS. Then, increasinggNaPraises the rhythm
rom 4.2± 0.1 bursts/min (1.8 nS) to 21± 1 bursts/min
2.3 nS) and 32± 2 bursts/min (4 nS) while the bur
uration lengthens. The period stability remains alm
naffected bygNaP changes.

To identify the factors other thangNaP which may
ontribute to the experimentally observed changes
x gNaP(2.8± 0.2 nS) and impose a step-by-step va
ion of only one of the other parameters. As the inpu
he RRG are likely to increase during development
ncrease the noise from 10 to 320 Hz. This incre
he rhythm but decreases the period stability. As
ynaptic weightw affects the mean synaptic cond
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tance (gsyn=w × 0.2 nS), we increasew from 0.51 to
5.9. Until w reaches 2.8, the rhythm increases but the
period stability decreases. Then forw value above 2.8,
both rhythm and stability remain unchanged. As the cell
area of PBC neurones increases with age (Pagliardini
et al., 2003), thus affecting their membrane resistance
and capacitance (Onimaru and Homma, 2002), we
increase the area of our artificial cells from 115 to
215�m2. This decreases both the rhythm and the pe-
riod stability. Increasing the number of neurones in the
network from 8 to 160 in steps of 8 (without changing
the ratio pacemakers/followers) shows that the rhyth-
mogenesis requires at least 24 cells. From 24 to 112
cells, the rhythm increases and then remains unchanged
for more cells. The period stability increases up to
48 cells and then decreases regularly with the increase
in cell number. The influence of the ratio pacemak-
ers/followers was studied by increasing the number of
pacemakers, keeping the total number of cells of the
network equal to 40. A minimum of 10 pacemakers
(25%) is required for a rhythm to occur. A further in-
crease in their number has no marked effects on the
rhythm or on the period stability but lengthens the burst
duration.

In summary, none of the tested parameters alone can
satisfactorily increase both the rhythm and period sta-
bility. Nevertheless, it is possible to construct a model
where both rhythm, inspiratory duration and period
stability increase by combining the variations in two
parameters. This can be achieved by increasing both
g nd
l to
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type and mutant mice suggest that a region of the RRG
called the PBC contains bursting pacemakers which
play a primary role in rhythmogenesis during the late
gestation and the postnatal period. However, conflict-
ing data show that the mouse foetal RRG ofMafB mu-
tants lacking functional PBC and the rat neonatal RRG
under blockade of pacemaker properties can both pro-
duce a rhythm. Our computational model shows (1)
that a noisy and fully connected network can generate
a rhythm without true pacemakers and inhibitory con-
nections and (2) that an increase ingNaPis sufficient to
explain the emergence of bursting pacemakers in the
network from the early to the late gestational periods,
and the experimentally observed increase in rhythm (Di
Pasquale et al., 1994b; Viemari et al., 2003). Both the
experimentally observed data and the computational
simulation reveal that inputs that sustain the network
noise within the RRG contribute to its rhythmic ac-
tivity, and therefore, its normal maturation. Here, we
wish to further underline that bioaminergic inputs dur-
ing the perinatal period, and more specifically NA in-
puts, may have a crucial role in the RRG maturation.
Therefore, any genetic and epigenetic factors altering
the bioaminergic systems during pregnancy may alter
the RRG maturation leading to postnatal respiratory
sequelae (Shirasawa et al., 2000; Hilaire et al., 2004;
Viemari et al., 2004).
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